We investigate the existence of the solution of the Riemann Problem for a simplified water flow model on a vegetated surface -system of shallow water type equations. It is known that the system with discontinuous topography is non-conservative even if the porosity is absent. A system with continuous topography and discontinuous porosity is also non-conservative. In order to define Riemann solution for such systems, it is necessary to introduce a family of paths that connects the states defining the Riemann Problem. We focus our attention towards choosing such a family based on physical arguments. We provide the structure of the solution for such Riemann Problems.
Introduction
We investigate the solution of the Riemann problem for the shallow water equation without friction but with porosity and topography 
The energy E is given by
The Riemann Problem is not only interesting from a mathematical point of view, but it has an important application in numerical methods. For the 1-D conservative hyperbolic systems
the first existence results are due to Lax, [9] . Based on these results Glimm, [8] demonstrates the existence of the solution when the initial data has small total variation. The aforementioned existence results are based on the fundamental assumptions that there exits a domain D ⊂ R n inside of which the Jacobian matrix ∂ U F has n distinct real eigenvalues λ i (U ), i = 1, n and the right eigenvectors r i (U ) satisfy one of the following conditions:
• the genuine nonlinear property ∇λ i (U ) · r i (U ) = 0 or
• the linear degenerated property ∇λ i (U ) · r i (U ) = 0. The Lax solution of the Riemann problem consists in at most n+1 constant states separated by shock or rarefaction waves. If we denote the solution by W (t, x), then it satisfies the system (4) in the sense of distributions:
for any smooth function φ(t, x) with compact support in (0, ∞) × (−∞, +∞). For the case of a nonconservative hyperbolic systems
in order to define a Lax type solution of the Riemann problem, one needs to give a mathematical sense to the nonconservative product A(U )∂ x (U ) when U is a discontinuous function. One way to solve this problem was proposed in [14, 5] where two new concepts were introduced, namely path connecting and measure solutions.
We now consider the following hyperbolic system of equations given in a more general form a iα j (u)∂ α u j = 0,
where u : R k → R n . One assumes that the functions a If a iα j (u) = ∂ j f iα (u) and if there exists a C 1 -hypersurface S along with a distributional solution u that has jump discontinuity, then on S the limits of u must satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot relations:
where ν α (x) is the unitary normal to the hypersurface S. Let Φ(s; U 1 , U 2 ) := φ 1 (s; U 1 , U 2 ), . . . , φ n (s; U 1 , U 2 ) be a C 1 curve in R n connecting the points U 1 and U 2 , i.e.
Φ(0; U 1 , U 2 ) = U 1 , Φ(1; U 1 , U 2 ) = U 2 .
Using the path Φ(·), one can write 
A piecewise smooth function u(x) can be defined as a solution of the nonconservative system (7) if one gives a sense to the product a∂u. Let Φ(s; U 1 , U 2 ) be a connecting path in sense of [5] and u ∈ SBV (R k , R n ), where SBV (R k , R n ) represents the space of special bounded variation functions [1] . The derivative ∂u in a distributional sense of u ∈ SBV (R k , R n ) is a Radon measure on R k with finite total variation. There exists a set J u of jump points of u (see Figure (1 where L k designates the Lebesgue measure on R k . The measure H k−1 J u represents the (k − 1)-Hausdorff measure on R k restricted to the set J u . Componentwise written, (10) reads as
Using the notion of path connecting Φ(s; U 1 , U 2 ), one can now define the nonconservative product a(u)∂u as the measure
(12) In (12), the measure a(u)∇uL k is the absolute continuous component (w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure L k ) of a∂u. The remaining terms in (12) correspond to the singular part of a∂u (w.r.t. the Hausdorff measure H k−1 ) that is concentrated on the (k − 1)-dimensional surface J u . (In definition (12) we assume that a∂u has no singular continuous part.)
Componentwise, (12) has the following form
Definition 1.1. We say that a function u ∈ SBV (R k , R n ) is a solution of the nonconservative system (7) if the measure a(u)∂u defined by (12) satisfies a(u)∂u(B) = 0.
for any Borel set B.
For regular points (14) gives
while for the points belonging to J u one has the generalized Rankine-Hugoniot relations 
Remark 1.1. The definition 1.1 of a measure solution u assumes the existence of the connecting path Φ between the jump values u − and u + of u on the discontinuity set J u . As a consequence, the function Φ is part of the model (7) . The choice of a most suited path Φ is a modeling problem. For the shallow water equations, we can choose a class of connecting path functions Φ having the property that the jump relations are independent of the path Φ and we argue the opportunity of this selection by invoking physical arguments.
For shallow water equations (1), the functions θ(x) and z(x) are given data and they are not part of the unknowns of the problem. But when the terrain data are discontinuous, defining the solution becomes a problem. In order to manage the discontinuity of this solution, one also considers the terrain data as unknowns of the problem [10, 3] and extend the system (1) by adding two new equations
We now consider as unknown the vector u = (h, v 1 , v 2 , θ, z) T . Denoting the time variable t by x 0 , the extended system of equations (1)+(17) can be compactly written as
where I ∈ {1, . . . , 5} and α ∈ {0, 1, 2} (with
Iα are the components of the matrices
respectively.
Nonsteady jump surface
Consider a jump surface s(t, x 1 , x 2 ) = 0 of a measure solution u. The normal to the surface s has the direction defined by (∂ t s, ∂ 1 s, ∂ 2 s).
The jump of a solution of (18) must satisfy the relations
(20) The last two equations of (20) lead to
From (21) one can observe that a nonsteady jump surface (i.e. ∂ t s = 0) can only propagate in a smooth region of terrain data (i.e. z + − z − = 0 and θ
where σ = −∂ t s/||∇s|| is the displacement velocity of the jump surface and 
The last equation shows that if v ⊥ = σ, then the tangential component of the velocity of the fluid is a continuous function.
Steady jump surface
Using (21), one can easily observe that if z + − z − = 0 or θ + − θ − = 0, then ∂ t s = 0, which means that a jump in the terrain surface, plant cover density, or both generates a steady jump surface for a measure solution.
Let s(x 1 , x 2 ) = 0 be a jump curve of the terrain data. The jump relations now become
and then
Relations (25) result from (24) in a similar manner as (23) are deduced from (22). As in the non-steady case, the jump of tangential component of the velocity is zero when v ⊥ = 0, [5, 6, 14] .
Planar Oblique Waves
We are now looking for a particular class of solutions of the shallow water equations: the oblique waves. This means that the solution only depends on t and ξ = x · n, where n is a given unitary vector. The system of equations (1) written for oblique waves solutions has the following form
where v = v 1 and v = v 2 are the orthogonal and tangential components of the velocity to the plane x · n, respectively.
Observe that h and v do not depend on the tangential component of velocity v; also this v can be very easily calculated if one knows h and v. We introduce the operator
as a measure of the linear momentum balance. By standard calculations, one can also write
If h and v are smooth functions and if they verify the following conservative system of equations
then the balance of linear momentum is also satisfied. In contrast, if h and v are shock wave solutions of the conservative equations, then the the balance of linear momentum is not satisfied. This means that the two systems (26) and (27) are not equivalent, in the sense that they furnish different solutions in the class of SBV (R, R) functions. The shock wave solutions obtained by solving (27) are not physically suitable.
be a path connecting function in R 2 and (h, v, θ, z)(ξ) a steady shock solution of (27) i.e.
[|θhv|] = 0,
It follows that
Proof. On the shock wave curve (t, x) = (t, 0) one has
Therefore, H(h, v) = 0 only for very special paths Φ.
In contrast with [7] , we consider that at a jump point ξ 0 one has
In what follows, we will consider two different cases: 1. soil surface discontinuity and continuous porosity, 2. jumps in soil surface and porosity.
Case 1. Steady soil surface jump and continuous porosity
Let ξ 0 be a jump point. Denote the left and right limit values of a function by L and R superscripts, respectively. The generalized Rankine-Hugoniot jump relations (30) take the form
[|hv|] = 0,
Our purpose is to choose physical relevant path
) such that the integral in (31) to be analytically evaluated. The easiest choice would be the segment path. Though, we can use a larger class of paths of the following
where φ(s) can be any smooth function that satisfies φ(0) = 0 and φ(1) = 1. For arbitrary such φ in (32) one has
and therefore the above integral is independent of φ. The choice of the path (32) can be justified by certain physical considerations.
Consider a fluid volume
where z(ξ) is the soil surface altitude and η(ξ) is the water surface level. For the case of steady motion and in the absence of any frictional forces, the integral form of the linear momentum relatively to Ω is given by
where v(ξ, z) is the fluid velocity ( v = ( v, v)), p is the pressure of the fluid, ν is the unitary normal to the boundary ∂Ω pointing outside Ω, and dσ is the surface element on ∂Ω. In the approximation of the shallow water equations, the pressure p depends linearly on the water depth.
The "micro-local fluid velocity" v is averaged along water depth. We use the notation
where h(ξ) = η(ξ) − z(ξ), with η(ξ) representing the level of the free water surface (see Fig. 2 ).
Since ν x = 0 on the boundary parts ξ 1 , ξ 0 and ξ 0 , ξ 2 , using (34) and (35), the integral relation (33) becomes
Case 2. Steady soil surface jump and porosity jump
The presence of a simultaneous discontinuity in the cover plant and soil surface makes the Riemann Problem more complicated when compared to the previous case. The first question is how to choose a path that connects the states separated by discontinuity. We look again for an answer with physical significance for our choice. For this purpose, we remember that the mathematical model of water flow on a vegetated hill uses averaged quantities h, u. The average is made along water depth, but also with respect to the plan soil surface domain.
The water depth h is defined as
where D is the averaging window, D f is the interface fluid-soil inside D, h(y, t) is micro-local water depth, and ω f is the area of D f . If one imagines a sharp transition between two domains characterized by ω
.
Simple algebraic calculations lead to
where the functions α(s) and φ(s) are related through
We define the path
where φ is an arbitrary smooth and monotone function that verifies φ(0) = 0 and φ(1) = 1. Applying the jump relations (25) to the path (37) one has
and
where we used the notations
The problem now is to solve (39) for the unknown h and for given θ, Fr 2 L and |z| . The equation (39) is equivalent to
a cubic equation in h, where
Proof. This result can be easily proved using the inequalities
and the obvious limit lim
We now proceed to analyze the solutions of the equation (41). Introducing the function ψ depending on the variable h and parameters θ, |z| , Fr
the equation (41) can be compactly written as
has two real solutions h 1 < 0 < h 2 .
Proof. The equation ∂ h ψ(·) = 0 can be written as
and has two real solutions if
One can observe that
which obviously is a positive quantity, since b(θ) ≤ 0. The solutions h 1 , h 2 verify
Then, the positive solution is
In the following proposition we investigate the existence of the solutions for equation (46). We only consider the case of continuous fluid domain. More precisely,
Remark that the inequality (50) is trivially satisfied in Case 1, and the inequality (49) is trivially satisfied in Case 2. Also, (49) is a condition on parameters, while (50) is a condition on solutions of (47). (a) Consider some given positive values for the parameters θ and Fr L . Let h 2 be as in (48), the positive solution of (47).
If
Proof. (a) Using the properties (44) of the coefficients a(θ), b(θ) and Lemma 2.2, the equation has two positive solutions only in the case
and consequently
To prove the limits from (52), one extends by continuity with respect to θ the functions a(θ) and b(θ) and define
For any Fr L = 1, the function ψ(h; 1, 0, Fr L ) has two positive and distinct roots:
One now can easily obtain (52) using continuity arguments.
Note that if Fr L = 1, then we may not have positive solutions. Since the solution of jump equation is not unique, we must select one that is physically relevant. In literature (e.g. [13] ), two criteria are usually used and applied across of steady shock where, 1. the energy of fluid must not increase; 2. the soil altitude z and the water depth h must have the same monotonicity.
Here, when selecting the solution, if both porosity θ and soil surface z are continuous, then we ask the water velocity u and the water depth h to be also continuous.
Theorem 2.1 (Physical solution).
Consider that the parameters θ, |z| and Fr L are fixed. Assume also that equation (46) has the solutions h 1 and h 2 such that h 1 < h 2 < h 2 , with h 2 given by (48).
Then, the physically relevant solution of the jump equation (46) is given by
Bounds of the solution. The solution (55) of the jump equation is bounded by
where
Proof. By virtue of the criterion of continuity, the physical relevant solution h 0 of equation (46) Using now (52) one can easily obtain h 0 of the form (55).
For Fr L > 1, we obviously have h 0 = h 1 ∈ (0, h 2 ). For Fr L < 1, we write
Since ϕ(h m ; θ, |z| , Fr L ) = 0 with h m as in (57) and
Solutions of the Riemann Problem
From (25), Riemann Problem for the shallow water equations with porosity and topography can be reduced to the problem of finding a solution in the class of bounded variation functions for the following system of equations
that satisfies the initial datum
where the terrain data (the porosity θ and the soil surface z) are given by
Wave solutions
We build a solution of the problem using rarefaction and shock waves. The rarefaction waves are smooth solutions of the equations (58) in which the porosity θ is a constant function and the soil surface is a flat horizontal plane ∂ x z = 0. As we discuss in the previously sections, the shock waves solutions verify the generalized Rankine-Hugoniot relations and they can be grouped into two classes: (a) the shock waves with continuous terrain data, hydrodynamic shock waves (HSW) and (b) the shock waves with discontinuous terrain data, terrain shock waves (TSW).
Although the extended shallow water equations are not hyperbolic equations in the entire domain, we show that at least for a local formulation of the Riemann Problem, one can follow the general framework introduced by Lax [9] for strict hyperbolic system. We introduce three families of solutions that establish the "bricks" of the building block solution of the Riemann Problem. The first two families of solution curves join together the rarefaction waves solutions and HSW. The third family of the solution curves results from the solution of the equation (46) given by (55).
The eigenvalues of the extend system of (58) to the all variables (h, u, θ, z) are given by
and the corresponding eigenvectors are given by
(62) where f = u 2 − gh. The first two eigenvalues λ 1 and λ 2 are genuine nonlinear since ∇λ i · r i = 1, i = 1, 2 inside the entire phase space domain h > 0. The eigenvalues λ 3 and λ 4 are linear degenerated, i.e. ∇λ i · r i = 0, i = 3, 4. As one can see, u 2 = gh are the degeneracy curves for the extended system in the sense that on these curves, the system is not hyperbolic, the eigenvectors r 3 , r 4 and one of r 1 or r 2 collapsing into a single vector.
Denote by U := (h, u) the hydrodynamic variable and by W := (h, u, θ, z) the extended variable. The first two HSW curves are defined as follows.
An i-shock wave curve corresponding to the state W 0 = (h 0 , u 0 , θ 0 , z 0 ) is defined by
The shock wave speed σ i for the state U 0 = (h 0 , u 0 ) is given by
(64) and it satisfies
A shock wave solution in the i-family is defined by a state W 0 and a value
(66) where u( i ) and σ i ( i , U 0 ) are given by (63) and (64), respectively.
An i-rarefaction wave curve is defined by
The velocity component of a rarefaction R i ( i , W 0 ) wave solution is defined by
where u( i ) is given by (67). The h component of the rarefaction wave solution is
and the terrain components are (θ, z) T = (θ 0 , z 0 ) T . One defines an i-wave as
Note that an i-wave curve is of class C 1 with respect to its argument and
We emphasize that terrain components of a solution induced by any member of W i , i = 1, 2 are constant functions.
In order to build a solution that takes into account the jump of the soil surface or the porosity, we introduce a third family of shock waves generated by the solutions of the generalized Rankine-Hugoniot relations (31).
Rewrite (41) as 
By simple standard computations, one can show that
Then, using (38) and (40), we define the terrain shock waves family
Note also that the gradient of W 3 is given by
A terrain shock wave solution is defined by
Remark that there exists an essential difference between a steady HSW i-shock wave and a terrain shock wave. Although, x = 0 is a discontinuity line for both shock waves, only the second one bears jump in terrain data.
Using these three families of waves, we can now analyze the solution of the Riemann Problem. In the next subsection, we discuss the local Riemann Problem and then we analyze the global problem.
Local solutions
The jump in the terrain data will induce a discontinuous line x = 0 in the solution of the shallow water equations. This fact precludes a rarefaction wave to cross the discontinuity line. It must be located entirely on left or on right of the line x = 0. On the other hand, a shock wave emerging from x = 0 propagates either on left or on right of x = 0. Keeping in mind that we follow a classical way to build up a solution of Riemann Problem [9, 4, 11] , let W L be given the left state of the Riemann Problem and V a , a = 1, 4 certain neighborhoods introduced as in the definition of the wave curve W i , i = 1, 3.
Let Ω(W 0 ) be a neighborhood of W 0 . One defines the application
where the composition operator • is defined as
The order in the composition of the elementary waves W i is governed by the increasing order of the eigenvalues of the system of the equations. In the case of strict hyperbolicity problem, there is no problem to define the composition operation. But in the case of resonant problem, when one or more eigenvalues become equal, the increasing order can change.
Depending on the position of W 0 in the phase space, one encounters the following situations (I)
Lemma 3.1. Let m 2 < 1 be a given real number. Then, there exists ρ 1 and ρ 2 real and positives numbers such that for any θ ∈ (1 − ρ 1 , 1 + ρ 1 ) and |z| ∈ (−ρ 2 , ρ 2 ) and Fr 2 < m 2 the following properties hold:
1. The equation ψ(h; θ, |z| , Fr) = 0 (78) admits two positive solutions.
2. The Froude number associated to the right state satisfy the inequality
Proof. First, consider Fr = m. For this fixed value of the Froude number, by Proposition 2.2 (c) we know that we can find two numbers ρ 1 , ρ 2 > 0 such that equation (78) with Fr = m has 2 positive solutions, for any θ ∈ (1 − ρ 1 , 1 + ρ1) and |z| ∈ (−ρ 2 , ρ 2 ).
In order to show the first statement of this Lemma, we split the proof into two steps with complementary assumptions:
In this case, using Proposition 2.2 (b) we find that equation (78) has solution for any
For Fr = m, consider the wave solution β(m) := β(θ, |z| , m). We can see that
To prove the existence of the solutions in this case, it is sufficient to show that 1/θ > β(m). For this purpose, we compute the derivative of ∂ h ψ(1/θ, θ, |z| , m) and write it in the following form
Let α be some positive number such that m 2 < 1 − α. Since the function g is continuous and g(1, 0) = 1, we can restrict the values of ρ 1 and ρ 2 such that g(θ, |z| ) > 1 − α/2 for any θ ∈ (1 − ρ 1 , 1 + ρ 1 ) and |z| ∈ (−ρ 2 , ρ 2 ). Consequently, ∂ h ψ(1/θ, θ, |z| , m) > α/2 > 0, for any θ ∈ (1 − ρ 1 , 1 + ρ 1 ) and |z| ∈ (−ρ 2 , ρ 2 ). On the other hand, for 1/θ > 1 − |z| we can immediately verify that
and consequently, 1/θ > β(m). Then, equation (78) has solution for any
In this case, one can easily verify that equation (78) has always two positive solutions
2. We prove inequality (79) by analyzing the three cases previously discussed. CASE 1.
and since a(θ), b(θ) are negative, then ψ(1/θ; θ, |z| , Fr) < 0. In this case, the solutions are separated by 1/θ. Consequently,
It is easily verified that 
(86)
Using the fact that one positive solution is 1/θ in this case, one immediately gets
Let
and denote by γ(m) the infimum of γ(θ, [|z|] , m) on the set of elements
Using inequalities (84), (86) and (87), we can see that γ(m) represents an inferior bound of β(θ, |z| , Fr L ). Also (38) and (40) give
and since lim In what follows, we will use the following notations
We obviously have Fr
has at least one solution.
Proof. Depending on U L , we find ourselves in one of the following three distinct situations Figure 3 . We only analyze the case (II) since the other two cases can be similarly resolved. First, for any η 1 , η 2 , η 3 and η 4 positive numbers, let us define the intervals
We will also use the following notations:
We first show that there exists a set of positive numbers η 1 , η 2 , η 3 and η 4 such that the application
defines a weak solution of the extended shallow water equation system for any ε ∈ Γ η . One defines the bounds δ 1 and δ 2 (U )
is on the left side of x = 0). If 2 > δ 2 (U ) and Fr(U ) < 1, then λ 2 (U ) > 0 and σ 2 ( 2 , U ) > 0 (the solution induced by W 2 ( 2 , U ) is on the right side of x = 0). Now let h( 1 ) and Fr( 1 ) be the quantities evaluated on the state W 1 ( 1 , W L ). Let also η 1 > 0 be such that η 1 < δ 1 and Fr( 1 ) < 1 for any 1 ∈ V 1 (η 1 ).
Using Lemma 3.1, we can find η 3 > 0 and η 4 > 0 such that the terrain wave equation has a solution β( 3 , 4 ) for any 3 ∈ V(η 3 ) and 4 ∈ V(η 4 ), solution that in addition satisfies Fr ( 3 , 4 , 1 2 .
From continuity of the right hand side of the above inequality, one can find η 2 and η 1 , η 3 , η 4 such that −η 2 > −3 + 1 + 8Fr 2 ( 3 , 4 , 1 ) 2 for any 1 ∈ V(η 1 ), 3 ∈ V(η 3 ), 4 ∈ V(η 4 ). Now, using the found bounds η i , i = 1, 4, one can define the application
It is clear that
and that the gradient of W II (ε; W L ) with respect to ε is
where g = 3/2 gh L and f = 1 gh(Fr Note that the terrain characteristics 3 and 4 are fixed. In order to build the solution of the Riemann Problem, one must "walk" from L to R by varying 1 and 2 . This "walk" is achieved as follows. We start from W L and we walk on W 1 by varying 1 (if 1 > 0 then we move up on the simple wave W 1 ; if 1 < 0 then we move down on the shock wave W 1 Figure 5 . Note the solution after an amount of time t = 0.25 built (from left to right) with the simple (rarefaction) wave W 1 , the terrain wave W 3 and the shock wave W 2 
Conclusion and Remarks
In this paper, we solved the Riemann Problem for shallow water with vegetation.
-The path connecting curve necessary to define the shock wave solution of a nonconservative hyperbolic system was build based on physical arguments.
-We proved the existence of the solution of the Riemann Problem for hyperbolic systems which are not strictly hyperbolic.
-We believe that the following conjecture holds: the local existence theorem holds regardless of the path.
